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Welcome to the gritty side of life. The life that brings with it adventure, freedom, and a curiosity for pushing your limits. The
life where your shoes will never not be covered in mud or dust, and your 10km PB will go from 40min to over 60. 

 
There is something about running trail that once you try it, it's a tough sell to go back to only running road. At its roots, it is a

simple sport with no major barriers to entry. The start up is really just a pair of shoes and your willingness to give it a go.
The reward is the privilege to explore areas that are experienced by only a small percent of the population. If you think about
it, running trail is in our bones - with our ancestors running hours on end through veld, forest and mountains. They may not

have run fast, but they did run far, and so can you, if you want.
 

"I love trail running because of the atmosphere, enjoying it with friends and being in the beautiful
nature around us!" - Leanda du Bruyn, RUN store staff

 
In this e-book, we will look into the 'how to' of trail running, including mountain safety, to gear and the best local loops for

you to find your footing. And don't worry, if you're a seasoned vet in the game, there's something in here for you too. We will
be sharing some fun challenges to keep the competitive spirits satisfied and the goal driven hungry. 

 
“Running in the mountains is my meditation. It is the deep breath I need to let go of life's stress. It is
also my joy, and has allowed me a deeper understanding and appreciation for the things in life that truly

matter; family, friends and nature. Also I just flipping love to run." - Toni McCann, Trail running
enthusiast

 
Let yourself be drawn into the wonderful natural world of  mountain missions and epic views. And let us help you get there. 

 
“The mountains... they always have a way of fixing it all." - Samantha Holtzhausen, Altra Red Team

“Isn’t victory being able to push our bodies and minds to their limits and, in doing so,
discovering that they have led us to find ourselves anew and to create new dreams?” 

― Kilian Jornet, Run or Die
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"I've always enjoyed the mountains, but only started running on them when I found
out I just wasn't quick enough for track running. You also get better views from

trails than tracks... always a win."
 

― Julian Dean-Brown, RUN store staff
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You are going to fall. I think the first thing to acknowledge and accept is that you
are going to fall. If not your first time out, maybe the next. Maybe more than once.
The next thing to know is that you probably won’t break all the bones in your body or
shred every ligament in your ankles. You might have a little bump or bruise or draw a
smidge of blood on your knee or hand, but you will survive, and it will make for a
good war story when you get back.
Not all trails are the same. Some trails are wide and groomed and not technical at all,
but not any less beautiful and fun. Some trails are rocky and rooty and require a lot
more focus and skill. If you aren’t experienced on trails, your mates would be daft to
take you on the latter. Choose a trail suited to your level. Just as a side note –
pretty much every trail runner will tell you that their worst falls are on the more
groomed trails so don’t let something a bit trickier scare you!
Focus. Following on from the previous remark about the bad falls it would make sense
then that this is the next big point to remember. FOCUS. Road running allows you to
think about your shopping list, the pain in the butt at work, that deadline… on the
trails you have to remain in the present moment, focusing on your footfall, where
you’ll step next, navigating roots and rocks. Sounds meditative right? It is. Keep your
focus 2 or so meters in front of you, too close to your feet and you won’t be able to
prepare for what’s to come, too far ahead and you won’t know what is directly
underfoot.
Light like a Feather, and Graceful like a Gazelle.  Relax, breath. It’s not that
stressful. The more you tense up, the less you enjoy it, but you are also less able to
correct yourself if you do trip up or step on an unstable surface. Light, quick steps
ensure you are able to quickly change direction or keep moving swiftly if the ground
starts moving below you. This one seems obvious, but it needs mentioning. Pick up your
feet! Roadies tend to have efficiently low leg lift but bring that to the trails and
you’ll be kicking every other pebble, rock and root in your path. You will fall. So
concentrate initially on lifting yourself up and over the obstacles instead of through
them. Be the graceful gazelle you were born to be.
Ego Go. Running on the road is hard. Trail running is hard, maybe even more so. You
won’t be hitting those splits like you do on the road, and initially you’re likely
going to take twice as long to do your routine 5km. It’s about accepting that and
leaving your ego at home. Get out, enjoy being in nature (with your mates). You’ll soon
find that the hill you walked you are able to run, and the trail you had to navigate
slowly you spring over like a gazelle. 

FULL DISCLOSURE: Written by an avid and emphatically ‘pro-trail’ trail runner
 
As a trail runner, I am constantly trying to get my friends to join me on a run. I am
going for a nice chilled run, not racing-Speedy-Gonzales so the pace cannot be used as an
excuse. Besides the; ‘I’m too slow’  or ‘I’m not fit enough’  excuse, the next biggest
reason for leaving me crew-less is this, 
 

“I can’t trail run, I am going to fall and hurt myself”. 
 
To ensure that this is an excuse used less in the future and help get people to take the
plunge and see the beautiful outside that awaits them once they venture off the beaten
track, here are five tips and tricks for those getting started. 
 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 
Fall with Grace. 
 
As mentioned at the start; you will fall. Accept it and move on. So how do you embrace it
so that you fall with grace and do the least damage? First you really want to keep as
relaxed as possible... tuck and roll. As soon as you stiffen and flex your arms you are
more likely to get hurt. Obviously if your face is heading for a rock protect the goods
first, but other than that you want to do as a drunkard does (ever notice how they never
get hurt when they fall?) and just roll with it.
 
The thing about running on the trails, regardless of how far off the beaten track you go,
regardless of how fast, far, high you go, you will be engulfed and embraced every step of
the way by the chirping of birds, trickling of streams, rustling leaves and moaning trees
in the wind. Breathe deeply, smell the smells and be.
 
Running on the road is great for fitness, trail running is great for your soul.The thing
that you should be worried about before taking on your first trail run with a friend who
asks is not ‘I’m going to fall and hurt myself’. Rather, you should worry that once you
hit the trails, it is pretty hard to go back to the tar.

5 TIPS AND TRICKS TO TAKE ON THAT TRAIL AND NOT FALL FLAT ON
YOUR FACE



RUN_CHALLENGE
For most people, you run with a goal in sight. Seeing that half marathon, or trail ultra creeping closer on
the calendar is enough motivation to get you lacing up your shoes every morning before the sun has risen and
the rest of the house has hit snooze. Now, we have found ourselves in a predicament (or pandemic) where that
motivation factor has been removed, and we are left searching for something to keep us getting out of bed on
increasingly chilly mornings. 
 
So how do we overcome the slump? What can we do to help keep those motivation levels high when the race
calendar is high and dry?
 
Here at RUN, we like to be ever helpful, so we came up with a series of challenges. These range in
difficulty, so whether you're starting out or have thousands of kilometres on your legs, there is one in here
for everyone. Most of the challenges can be done on road or trail, some only on the road, but all are easily
adapted to either/or. Have some fun and mix up road/trail runs to keep the interest high. If you're a newbie
to trail throwing in one or two trail sessions along with your road runs will help you build up your
confidence.
 
‘RULES' OF THE GAME:
 
Start with challenge one and work your way through them. As you complete each one, you can progress to the
next (you can jump around, but what's the fun in that?)
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RUN between one post and the next, then walk the next two. Do
this for 30-45mins. The next day, run two and walk one. 

Use the posts for some strides. Strides are 90% efforts, not flat
out sprints. After a 2-3km warm up, do some post-to-post strides
for the next 20mins. Enjoy a nice cool down home.

CHALLENGE ONE: POST TO POST
 
Just starting out on your running journey? Use the lamp posts as
your goal. 
 

 
Are you a bit more experienced?
 

 
Move to challenge two once you complete challenge one.
 

Seven kilometres. Seven days. Road or trail. Easy. 

RUN only multiples of seven for seven days. 7km, 14km, 21km -
seven days. Road or trail. Easy. 

CHALLENGE TWO: LUCKY 7S
 
Just starting out on your running journey? 
 

 
Are you up for an additional challenge?
 

 
 
 
 
Move to challenge three once you complete challenge two.
 

Find a big hill and walk to the top, then the fun begins. Bomb
down as fast as you can. Let loose, let fly, and break your
personal speed barrier. Do this on the road or trail. 

RUN to the top of the hill, and then let fly down. Repeat this -
aiming to beat your time up and down. Do this on the road or
trail. 

CHALLENGE THREE: THE FLIGHT
 
Just starting out on your running journey? 
 

 
Are you up for an additional challenge?
 

 
Move to challenge four once you complete challenge three.
 



THE_LOCALS
 



THE_LOCALS
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CHALLENGE FOUR: RAIN RUN
 
No levels for this one - just straight up wet and wild fun. 
 
Check the weather forecast and pick a day where the weather is
looking particularly gloomy - the more rain and wind the better.
Gear up and get out; headwear, rain jacket and gloves. You will be
surprised how much fun it is to be out and about when its pouring
down! 
 
Needing some winter inspiration? Check out the jackets and apparel
to make you winter ready here; KEEP TOASTY
 
 
Move to challenge five once you complete challenge four.
 

Map your route around your block, and each day add another block
until you are able to run the entire circumference around your
neighbourhood. This can be done on your neighbourhood trails, as
well. 

Start with your neighbourhood circumference. Build onto it, by
adding a block each day. This can be done on your neighbourhood
trails as well. 

CHALLENGE FIVE: BUILDING BLOCKS
 
Just starting out on your running journey? 
 

 
Are you up for an additional challenge?
 

 

See how long you can hold a 2:50 min/km pace
Do as many 100m repeats as you can averaging the 17.2 seconds
Run 5km and see how close to 14.12 minutes you can get. 

CHALLENGE SIX: KIPCHOGE RUN
 
No levels for this one - just straight up type two fun.
 
Did you know Kipogche ran 42km at 2:50 minutes per kilometre.
That's 21.18km/hour. That's 100 metres in 17.2 seconds – 422 times.
That's an average 5km time of 14:12minutes. 
 
See if you can get close to one, or all, of the following:

 
 
Move to challenge seven once you complete challenge six.
 

https://www.runstore.co.za/product-category/winterapparel/


MOUNTAIN_ ETIQUETTE
 

Space Blanket. Hypothermia can set in pretty quickly if you have been exercising and suddenly stop due to
injury. To help keep someone from going into shock, wrap them tightly in the blanket tucking in their
extremities to keep their core temperature up.
Whistle - little known fact,  the signal for rescue is six good long blasts, stop for one minute, then
repeat. Keep going until someone reaches you, not when you can hear someone - they may be using the blasts
to direct them to you.
Charged Cell Phone - Ideally this should be in a dry bag so if you get caught in the rain it doesn’t drown
and die.
Strapping - A small roll of strapping is always useful if you roll an ankle or need to patch up a wound,
just so you're able to hobble home or to help.

Hiking, running or just going for a chilled walk on the trails all sound great. What better way to spend a
morning, afternoon or whole day. That is, until things go pear shaped and that casual stroll turns into a

panicked phone call or, worst case scenario, helicopter ride mountain rescue out of trouble.
 

Table Mountain, or any mountain for that matter, can look friendly and inviting. Table Mountain more so due
to its proximity to the city and sea. ‘Let’s just take a quick hike up India Venster or Platteklip before
heading to the beach for a dip’. It’s easy to think that once you summit the mountain, that it is flat and
that you will always be able to see off one of the sides to the city or sea. You thought wrong though. It is
surprisingly expansive once you hit the summit of the mountain and it is remarkably easy to get lost and
disorientated if you haven’t carefully planned your route or are with someone who knows the trails. In saying
this - mountains are a refuge for so many and a place to be enjoyed by everyone and they can be, with some
careful planning and the right clothing and equipment. 
 
Clothing and Footwear:
 
Don’t be that person who tries to take on Platteklip (or even Lions Head) in slip slops, strops or thongs
(for the foreigners). One, you look like a noob, and two you are definitely more likely to slip and fall,
roll an ankle or get cuts, blisters and bruises. Proper shoes with a decent tread (vans will only take you so
far), and proper ankle support are pretty essential. Especially if you're heading out onto any sort of trail
where there may be rocks, gravel or bush. 
 
Clothing should be bright and/or as visible as possible, and you should always carry with you a buff/beanie,
hat and windproof/waterproof jacket. The weather can change rapidly and go from sunny and still to overcast
and blowing a gale in a matter of minutes. Summiting any mountain the weather is likely to be a cooler so be
prepared. You don't want to be caught unaware and unprepared on Table Mountain when the table cloth rolls
over. Other items which may be useful - a good pair of socks, synthetic or merino wool for moisture wicking
properties, none of this natural stuff which tends to hold moisture and not dry as quickly. Wet socks means
wet feet and blisters. No thanks. Gloves are also good to have handy as, like mentioned, it gets chilly
quickly even in summer when summiting any peaks.
 
Equipment:
 
When heading out onto any trail - you are responsible for your own safety. This means you should ALWAYS be
carrying these basic items for an emergency situation.
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Other items which are important under certain conditions include; a good headlamp or torch with spare
batteries. Obviously this is essential for any overnight mission or long hike where you aren’t sure how long
you will be out for. This is even more important in winter due to the short daylight hours. If you're going
where there is little signal and you can’t rely on GPS, take a map.
 
Food and Drink:
 
Take enough food for each member. Typically a runner will need ±100kCal per hour plus at least 250-300kCal of
emergency food should they get stuck during a race. As a hiker/casual runner you probably won’t be needing
quite as much, but be prepared to be out for longer than anticipated and rather take too much than too
little. Dried fruit, nuts and dark chocolate are good high energy quick fix items which don't weigh a ton to
carry, and taste good too. Otherwise GU chews and stroopwafels go down a treat!
 
Always carry water. Non negotiable. Even in cold weather you can become dehydrated. How much you take depends
on how much water is available on the mountain but a carrying capacity of at least 1L is advisable per
person. Water is life people.
 
Before you head out:
 
Eat a solid meal, charge your phone, drink lots and check the weather forecast. Make sure you know
sunrise/sunset times and if there is a change in weather predicted so you can plan for these things. Don’t
brave elements you haven’t planned for.  If you're going alone make sure you’ve told someone your planned
route and take extra precautions as needed.
 
Now go out, prepared and ready to explore the wonderful mountains that we are so lucky to have on our
doorsteps.
 



MOUNTAIN_ RESCUE
 

It’s a wonderful country to hike and run, but carelessness can lead to disaster. If you’re visiting the
Drakensberg or giving Table Mountain everything you’ve got, please keep the relevant number in mind. If
there’s a fall or an incident, this lot are much better equipped at dealing with it.
 
KZN: 031 307 7744 
 
Western Cape: 021 948 9900
 
Gauteng: 074 125 1385 / 074 163 3952
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30 minutes. Thats all you have to find a steep ass hill and run
up it as many times as possible, banking as much elevation as
possible. 30 minutes of serious pain cave fun. 

Set your own time goal - 1 hour, 2 hours... heck even three, and
see how high you can get. One hill, one run, one chance to get
high. 

CHALLENGE SEVEN: GET HIGH
 
Just starting out on your running journey?
 

 
Are you up for an additional challenge?
 

 
Move to challenge eight once you complete challenge seven.

The sun rises at 7:30 (ish) in winter. But who wants to be out
when the suns up? Where's the fun in that? So, be like a vampire
and clock at least 10km before the sun wakes up.  

How about a bit further? 15km? 21km? You have until morning light
to complete your run and make it home. 

CHALLENGE EIGHT: VAMPIRE RUN
 
Just starting out on your running journey? 
 

 
Are you up for an additional challenge?
 

 
Move to challenge nine once you complete challenge eight.
 

300m of vert. You have as long as you need to clock 300m of
cumulative vertical gain in one run. 

Well this could get interesting. Think youre up for 1000m? Easier
on the trails, but a bit harder to on the road. Aim for 1000m of
cumulative vertical gain in one run, road or trail. 

CHALLENGE NINE: GET EVEN HIGHER
 
Just starting out on your running journey?
 

 
Are you up for an additional challenge?
 

 
 
Move to challenge ten once you complete challenge nine.
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AUTHOR: Grant (boss) Bryant, shoe guru extraordinaire

 
Some of us have probably never heard about it, but for others, it is believed to be
the crucial factor between getting the right shoe and the wrong shoe. So what is it? 
 
The ‘drop’ is more accurately termed the ‘ramp angle’, ‘heel gradient’ or ‘pitch’ and
is often referred to in millimetres difference between the thickness of the sole in
the front of the shoe, and the rear of the shoe. Most running shoes have drops and
for the last few years, the industry standard if you like has been around the 10mm
gradient point. Some shoes have been up too 12mm while others around the 8mm mark.
Nobody knew the difference and for the most part nobody really cared. 
 
Then all of a sudden, the barefoot running revolution came around, Born to Run was
published, and people became aware of the variations in heel height and how it may
(or may not) influence your running style. Now a large percentage of people buy shoes
based on 'the drop’. The interesting thing, is that some people buy their shoes based
almost exclusively off of this factor, as if this, and this alone, will be the only
factor to consider in their shoe purchase journey. What people often do not realize
is the massive variance in drops, how they work, and what it is that they actually
do.
 
Firstly, heel drops come in different forms; quoted drops, actual drops, and what is
termed ‘effective’ drops (also termed ‘dynamic’ drops by some other sports
biomechanics). For example: when a manufacturer quotes the drop of a new model, it is
often quoted off the ‘midsole’ part of the shoe alone, no innersole in it, no outer
sole on it, and no lasting board over it. The reality of the situation, is that a
shoe  listed on a website as a 6mm drop, after the addition of all of the components,
may not actually be a 6mm when it is on the foot. This is the difference between the
‘quoted’ drop and the ‘actual’ drop. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Secondly, all brands manufacture shoes from various foams, and all of these foams
have various characteristics and respond in specific ways. I’m sure you have picked
up some of these new generation, marshmallow soft shoes recently and seen how soft
the sole is? Imagine landing on that, and how much that soft sole will compress as
you land on it. What about one with a firmer sole? Does it compress as much? No? So
the drop that the brand claims it is, won’t be the same. Same story, with a runner
who weighs 50kg and a runner who weighs 100kg, do you really think that the drop will
stay the same with these two different weights pounding on them? This is what we
refer to as ‘effective’ drops. In addition, shoes are all made in batches, and the
foams have a natural variance. There can be up to 6% variance in foam density. So the
drop on your right shoe, could be a completely different drop to your left.
 
Last but certainly not least, most brands do not scale their drops to size. Meaning,
when a brand publishes the drop for a shoe, it is quoted off sample size (for most
brands a US 9). Small sizes will have a proportionally bigger drop, larger shoes will
have a proportionately lower drop. 
 



 
Take all of this information together and you start to realize that maybe, being
pedantic about 1 or 2mm is not nearly as big a deal as some people make it out to
be. Of course, this doesn’t mean that you should and can change from a 12mm to a
zero overnight, but that making your whole shoe purchasing decision on a single
variable, as some people do, is maybe not the be all and end all. The drop should
be only a part of the decision making process.
 
As for what it does for you: no, it doesn’t miraculously make you forefoot strike,
and it alone will not fix all of your injuries, and for some people with specific
problems, it may in fact make them worse. The shoe at best may make forefoot
striking easier, probably by having less weight under the heel as opposed to the
actual ramp angle (although a lower drop does increase hip and knee flexion
excursion) and may allow you to get your normal form better, but it is merely a
tool in the arsenal to assist you to make a change and to work on your technique.
 
The typical elevated heel of most traditional running shoes was designed to cater
for individuals who land hard on their heel, with additional cushioning, and the
heel raise to reduce stress on the calves, Achilles tendon, calcaneus (heel bone)
and planter fascia. The traditional heel striker would benefit greatly from this,
while someone who has a more mid-to-forefoot landing position may not benefit from
the extra protection and heel lift, and it may hamper them. Many of the greatest
athletes in the world, however, such as Haile Gebrselassie, Eliud Kipchoge, Dennis
Kimetto and Wilson Kipsang among others all run in shoes that have the traditional
10mm drop and all have flawless technique that isn’t hampered by the drop. 
 
Does this mean you shouldn’t be looking to change? Well it depends on what your
goal is, what the point of changing is, weighing up the risks vs the possible
benefits, your level of determination to make the change, and the time frame you
set to make it possible. As we know, many people have made successful transitions
into lower drop footwear, but some, for various reasons haven’t. Consult with a
physio/bio who understands footwear and the implications, as well as an accurate
running assessment and allow it to guide you in the correct way or advise suitable
stepping stones. 
 
Remember drop isn’t everything; cushioning, flexibility, structure, and fit are all
vitally important, and eliminating an option that fits all the above criteria based
on the drop being 2mm too high or low could mean eliminating the perfect shoe for
you in every other regard.

RUN_WHATS IN A DROP?
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CHALLENGE TEN: RUN YOUR CODE
 
By now all the running you've done will have you nearing a pretty
high level of fitness. 
 
So for the final challenge; run your area code. You can do this in
one go (for the more experienced runners), or you can run it in
parts. 
 
Take in the beauty of your area. Take pictures. We live in a
beautiful country.

BONUS!
 
Congratulations on making it through all the RUN challegnes! You
are, by now, as fit as a fiddle and as speedy (or working on being
as speedy) as Kipchoge. 
 
And for our bonus task - the 'Be a Good Human Challenge' - we
challenge you to, exactly as the challenge says - be a good human.
Calculate your cumulative kilometres clocked over all the RUN
challenges and donate the figure to a charity of your choice. 
 



Grip
Comfort
Ground feel

Sometimes choosing a shoe can be hard. Especially when you are new to the sport and may not know what
the heck we are talking about when we say Vibram outsolde with 4mm lugs, and a gusseted tongue with a
quicklace system. Dont worry - you dont need to know the nitty gritty. When it comes to trail there
are a few key things to note:
 

 
The Grip is a no brainer - you want a shoe that makes you feel secure on the trails and a hardy
outsolde that suits the terrain you're likely to run on most often is important. Comfort is second -
you want something that doesnt rub or irritate, and fits your foot snugly enough that youre not
sliding around in there. Again, this will ensure you feel as stable as possible on the trails. And
lastly, you need to decide how important ground feel is. The higher the off the ground you are (more
stack height), the less ground feel you will have, but the shoe is likely to have more underfoot
cushion. Good if you are heavier or taller, run less technical trails or intend on running far. Lower
profile shoes tend to be more flexible, will have less underfoot cushion, but more ground feel. This
is good if it makes you feel more confident in your stride, but not ideal if you are running super far
(especilly at first). 
 
So, without further ado, here are our top picks trail shoes for a newbie trail runner in 2020:
 

ALTRA LONE PEAK 4.5
The Lone Peak 4.5 continues being the rule breaker (and
maker) in the family. It’s been trimmed down and shredded
some baggage making it sleeker, lighter and more
flexible. The A-Bound midsole makes for resilient
underfoot protection, and MaxTrac outsole for epic grip. 
25mm stack height
0mm heel drop
W: 241g - 270g | M: 271g - 300g
  

INOV-8 TRAILTALON 290
The TRAILTALON 290 is designed for long miles on all
types of trails. It delivers a great fit, increased
protection and serious comfort. The two-piece POWERFLOW
midsole provides increased shock absorption and energy
return.
11mm - 19mm stack height
8mm heel drop
W: 271g - 300g | M: 271g - 300g

 
SALOMON SENSE RIDE 3

Sloppy technical trails aint got nothing on you on those
longer runs where comfort, shock absorption and
protection take top priority in your shoe. Cue the Sense
Ride 3 from Salomon.  Designed with the cushion of a road
shoe in mind the all new full-length Optivibe midsole
helps to keep the fatigue at bay, so longer and faster
adventures on your favourite trails can occur, as well as
some shorter stints on the pavements.
19mm - 27mm stack height
8mm heel drop
W: 211g - 240g | M: 271g - 300g

 
 

S H O E S  
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https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Lone+Peak+4.5&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Trailtalon+290&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Sense+Ride+3&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Lone+Peak+4.5&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Trailtalon+290&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Sense+Ride+3&post_type=product


SAUCONY PEREGRINE 10
Uphill, downhill, technical, wet. Confident is what you
will feel when running in the Peregrine 10. The updated
upper and reintroduction of the rockplate in the midsole
means that no matter the terrain you will be comforted in
the fact that your feet are well protected. If only you
were as comfortable in knowing that you have a helluva
long way to run still, cause with the soft PWRFOAM
midsole you certainly can go the long haul. No excuses
then right?
23mm - 27mm stack height
4mm heel drop
W: 271g-300g | M: 301g-330g
 

MIZUNO WAVE MUJIN 6
Tough ain’t got nothing on this mega grip, super plush
trail blazer from Mizuno. The Wave Mujin 6 features the
new XtaGrip technology which allows for superior grip
come rain or shine. Its the ULTRA of ultra shoes – ultra
soft, ultra gripping and ultra breathable due to full
length ventilations. Say hello to your new ‘go the
distance’ shoe.
18mm - 30mm stack height
12mm heel drop
W: 331g-360g | M: 361g-410g

 
INOV-8 TRAILROC 280

Hard trails? Rocky trails? Hard and rocky trails? The
Trailroc 280 will help you handle it with ease. The a
graphene rubber outsole you will 'stick it' to any rocky
trails that come punching, and outlast anything that
comes your way. With added protection and shock
absorption in the midsole, this shoe offers all you could
ever wish for to go the distance over tough and tricky
terrain.
20mm - 28mm stack height
8mm heel drop
W: 271g-300g | M: 271g-300g
 

ALTRA TIMP 2.0
How, you many ask, is Altra going to make the very much
loved Timp 1.5 better? By making it a whole ounce
lighter, more flexible and with a smoother ride. THATS
how! The full length Quantic midsole update results in a
softer, lighter and more resilient underfoot ride. The
deep flex grooves in the midsole reduce weight but also
contribute to a shoe that is more flexible, despite being
a max cushion shoe. And don’t think they’ve skimped on
the outsole – the  grippy MaxTrac outsole digs its
multidirectional teeth into almost any surface the trail
throws your way.
29mm stack height
0mm heel drop
W: N/A | M: 271g-300g

 

S H O E S  
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https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Peregrine+10&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Wave+Mujin+6&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=TrailRoc+280&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Timp+2.0&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Wave+Mujin+6&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=TrailRoc+280&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Peregrine+10&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Timp+2.0&post_type=product


ASICS FUJI TRABUCO 8 
Look as hardcore as you feel in the new cushioned, but oh
so grippy and versatile Fujitrabuco 8 from Asics. The
ASICSGRIP™ outsole ensures good proprioception and grip
even on slippery and uneven surfaces while the built in
rock plate will protect even the nancy-est of feet. With
a full ground-contact midsole, the ride is smooth and the
DUOMAX® support system keeps it comfortable even in the
most technical of terrains.
21mm - 29mm stack height
8mm heel drop
W: 271g-300g | M: 301g-330g
 

NEW BALANCE FRESH FOAM HIERRO V5
Get ready to swipe right on this one (Tinder reference if
you didn’t get it). There’s a pretty little number that’s
waiting for you to take it on long strolls on the
mountain, run or hike. It also enjoys stopping off for a
coffee or beer afterwards due to its athleisure style.
Dont be fooled though, the beautiful outer facade is
backed by substance as well; a breathable mesh upper with
TPU reinforcements, Fresh Foam X midsole cushioning and a
Vibram® MegaGrip rubber outsole make this the perfect
shoe to take home to meet the parents.
26mm - 34mm stack height
12mm heel drop
W: 331g-360g | M: 361g-410g
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https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Fuji+Trabuco+8&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Fuji+Trabuco+8&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Fresh+Foam+Hierro+V5&post_type=product


Sitting down is pretty great, right? I think so… sitting down at the beach, sitting down in the car on
a road trip, sitting down with a cup of tea and a rusk. Perfection… as long as I don’t have to sit on
a bicycle. 
 
In fact, a lot of my early fun times were spent sitting down. Sitting down to read, sitting down in
band practices, sitting down watching cricket (I was a bit of a cricket badger from a young age), to
name a few examples.
 
While I did do my fair share of adventuring on sports fields (as a mostly-average cricketer until I
hit 17 and started growing), athletics tracks (where I would cross finish lines just as the cheers for
the winner doing likewise were beginning to die down), mountains, and other places where it’s rather
impractical to sit down, I was mostly content in the seated position… right up until around the first
year of university, when sitting down started to become more stressful than before. “Sitting down to
read” became “sitting down to complete tomorrow’s project report”, “sitting down in band practices”
became “sitting down in lectures”, and “sitting down watching cricket” became “sitting down watching
YouTube maths tutorials”. And so the need to venture seriously out into the standing world had arisen.
 
The first step I took was to join the UCT Athletics Club, where I had about five weeks of dreadful
(over)training on track before a calf strain set me back a couple of months. I then decided to slow
things down and do a bit of road running. Unfortunately, that meant meeting and doing a fair bit of
running with the speedwagon that is Bianca Tarboton, so I didn’t actually do much slowing down... and
now I was running further than before too. I guess I shouldn’t have been surprised when the shin
splints came a’calling and I was relegated to another few months of stressful sitting that rounded off
2016. 
 
My solution was to forget running for a while (pretty much the whole of 2017) and go back to cricket,
my first sporting passion, at the start of 2017. Joining a club (Claremont Cricket Club) where I was
the youngest member, and knew nobody there, was a bit intimidating, but I got over that as soon as I
got ball in hand on my debut for the mighty 5th XI. The months of injury and frustration suddenly
weren’t so bad now that I could run in hard and bowl. Side note: hurling a cork-and-leather ball in
the general direction of a batsman (his outside edge, stumps, or body) is a fantastic stress reliever.
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By the end of 2017, I was starting to gain the first
hints of a reputation in my cricket club as a bowler who
could occasionally be trusted to give a decent
performance, and so progressed up a team. Now, between
my academics and my cricket, I believed I was
challenging my mind enough to ensure I didn’t lose it
(and producing decent results in both spheres). That
said, I was itching for a bit more adventure.
 
What followed, at the start of 2018, was an introduction
to trail running. While I had been on one or two
previously, I had never considered taking it all that
seriously. That changed after my first run with Kristen
Heath in Newlands Forest. I thought, going in, that we
would be at a similar level of ability. Oh, how wrong I
was! In between wheezing like an asthmatic smoker, and
with the taste of blood in my mouth, and the sight of
blood on my knee from a spectacular early fall, I
decided that I wouldn’t again experience such torture at
the hands of Hout Bay’s favourite space cadet. What
followed through 2018 was a steady build up… of
tolerance for those trails that normal people would view
as “really rather unpleasant”, as well as my enthusiasm
for running in general… and by the time the leaves
turned green after winter, I was ready to reap a few
rewards.
 



First, the strength built up over the winter meant I could run in harder and bowl faster, so moved up
two teams to the Claremont 2nd XI, with whom I shared an almost-successful 2018/19 season, finishing
2nd in our league. Disappointing, but still personally my best season to date. Secondly, I was able to
take my base fitness to the track, where I managed to qualify for the UCT team to race at the 2019
Varsity Cup athletics in Potchefstroom, and to USSA student champs in Stellenbosch a month later.
Finally, because I was able to take meaningful breaks from sitting down with work stuff, I was able to
bring my university results up to something I could be pretty chuffed with. 
 
2019 then went on to produce my first few trail races, sneaking into the top 10 at the Bastille Day
25km, as well as a few wine farm race podiums. By the end of 2019, I had also established myself as
one of the worker-bees at RUN, and I could start getting to know the awesome people that make up the
trail-running world. Eventually finishing my Mechanical Engineering degree that year became more a
sidenote to my year than a focal point, such was the attraction to the trail running world. 
 
2020 has seen my introduction to a coach (Erin at Flat Rock Endurance), with whom I enjoyed a whole
three awesome weeks of running before lockdown entered the game. What was a pretty exciting-looking
race calendar has been thrown out, what would have been gruelling training weeks have become home
workouts, and moments that would have been “sitting down on the peaks of mountains” have become
“sitting down on the same couch every day”. And that’s given me more than enough time to reflect. On
the running journey, and just about every other thought it’s possible to have. 
 
On the running side, I think I’ve realised just how important my friends are to my running. It
might’ve been a cousin that got me into sport (we’ve played just about every sport together) but it’s
been friends that have kept me running. It started with the day-one homies, who I’ve spent way too
many years chasing (unsuccessfully) on track, and who now chase me on the mountains. Then came Bianca
the OG Training Partner, always a delightful, soft-spoken (yet still somehow bossy) individual, with
whom I’ve shared many a mile as well as many a Maths tut. The adventure through Claremont Cricket Club
also saw the ever-entertaining Rogue Unit that is Brandon Keeling enter the mix, and together we’ve
shared peaks, pints, as well as match-saving partnerships. Brandon and I, being superstitious
cricketers, have also taken to running the same 7km Constantia Greenbelt loop before each home cricket
match. While unspectacular in scenery, that route has to tank at the top of the favourites pile, as it
has without doubt been the sole reason behind many a triumphant Saturday’s cricket. 
 
I think my overriding feeling towards trail running is that it’s helped me achieve that all-
important  Balance  I had been seeking… between work and play, responsibility and relaxation, and
between running a good time and having a good time. 
 
Is there really anything more to ask from a sport?
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INOV-8 STORMSHELL
You know when you wake up and it’s pouring cats
and dogs outside? And the bed feels warm and… well
screw that! You have your Stormshell waterproof
running jacket – your lightweight training
partner. Super soft Pertex Shield fabric for
increased comfort and a full length zip make it an
easy on/off for when the temperamental weather
decides to turn the faucet on or off.

 
ULTIMATE DIRECTION SIGNATURE SERIES 5.0 ULTRA
VEST/VESTA

It is the vest that started it all. And continues
to keep getting it right. No detail is too small
and no nook or cranny overlooked. The Ultra Vest
5.0 has had updates that increase comfort and
functionality, so even those most wild adventures
and races you never thought you could get done are
one step closer than before with this ally in
training and racing.The updated Comfort Cinch™ 2.0
is more minimal, lightweight, and adjustable,
while the lightweight 4-way stretch with rip stop
pattern add to the durability and comfort.
Basically, you won’t want to go anywhere without
your Ultra Vest 5.0.

 
INOV-8 RACE ELITE BELT

Why carry all the weight on your shoulders, when
you can pack it around your waist rather? INOV-8’s
lightweight and super versatile waist belt is
designed to offer ample storage for all your
essential gear and compulsory race kit, so you can
race free of excess baggage. With 3L in the
central storage pocket, you have plenty room to
play – waterproof jacket, trousers and nutrition.
And there are side stash pockets and a pouch
compatible with a 500ml flask.

 
ULTIMATE DIRECTION FLIP GLOVE

Your five-finger breathable glove turns into a
heat producing warm chamber with the quick flip of
the stowable mitt. 20 degrees warmer that is.
The  waterproof Cordura® flip mitt adds additional
layer with pretty much zero extra weight or bulk.
Bring on the foul weather cause you have come
prepared. Needing to capture the mountain moment
quick, no problem as the Ultra Flip Gloves have a
touchscreen compatible finger pad.
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https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Storm+Shell&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Ultra+Vest+5.0&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/shop/men/race-elite-waist-belt/
https://www.runstore.co.za/shop/men/ultra-flip-gloves/


 
HYDRAPCK 1.5L RESERVOIR

1.5L of extra water or hydration of choice for
those long days of epic views, big mountains and
single track. The Hydrapak reservoir fits into
most hydration vests, and is made from
lightweight, abrasion resistant TPU with welded
seams for superior durability and elasticity.

 
INJINJI TRAIL MIDWEIGHT MINICREW MARIGOLD

The O.G. Toe sock has a trail version and it is
perfectly engineered for the uneven and
unpredictable terrain of the trail, offering the
best fit, feel and protection in any shoe. Trail
socks are built to handle the impact of dirt paths
and rocky trails, while the double elastic cuff
keeps dirt and debris out.

 
INOV8 TECHNICAL MID LAYER

It’s an essential in any active persons cupboard,
especially now heading into the wintery months
where that early morning chill can really get ya
good. This lightweight mid layer is designed for
all active use – run, walk or hike. Being so
compressible means this mid layer stashes away
easily in a pack and is light to carry. Plus -
it's made from 100% recycled mid-weight polyester
fleece. 10 x 500ml plastic PET bottles are
recycled and woven into the fabric of each
garment. 

 
INOV8 TRAIN ELITE BEANIE

Do you suffer from a cold head? Do you wish that
you had a sleek beanie to keep the tippity top of
your head toasty, as well as your ears. INOV-8 has
made a  lightweight, stretch-fit beanie that is
perfect for just that and forms a part of your
mandatory race kit for those extra gnarly ultras.
The contoured shape and stretchy fit ensure the
top of the head and ears remain protected in cold
conditions.
 

ULTIMATE DIRECTION BALABEANIE
When you are sure you will never feel your hands,
feet or face again. Let the Balabeanie be youre
life-saver (both figuratively and literally). Did
you know the fastest way to warm up your
extremities is through proper head protection, and
the multi-functional Balabeanie turns into not
just a head warming beanie, but a wind breaking
balaclava in just seconds. Throw in a sun peak for
those sunny but frigid days and you’ve got a solid
all round performer.
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https://www.runstore.co.za/shop/men/accessories/hydrapak-velocity-reservoir/
https://www.runstore.co.za/shop/men/accessories/socks-gaiters/trail-midweight-mini-crew-marigold/
https://www.runstore.co.za/?s=Technical+Mid+Layer&post_type=product
https://www.runstore.co.za/shop/men/train-elite-beanie/
https://www.runstore.co.za/shop/men/accessories/balabeanie/
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